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yes Lord
haha
the Lord we love you we love your presence
our spirits cry out of a father
I love one of the translations for Romans 8
fourteen through 16
it says some of them say by which we cry out our father
and one of the translations says we call him our father
Lord I thank you
that if anybody is looking for a home today
it's in you
I thank you Lord that there's no orphan in you
you say that you put the spirit within us
and the spirit that we've received
is the reality that we've been adopted
and that term in Romans 8 adopted
spirit of adoption
actually means legally binding adoption
so god we just sit under the fatherhood today
we sit under the spirit of adoption
today and ask that would sink in
more to our hearts than we've ever known
which the Holy Spirit has brought about
the spirit of adoption
we sit under the promise of the Lord
but thanks for being here
thanks for being real
amen
so today I wanna talk to you about some um
things I think are a little bit outside the box
I always um search for those things
I just feel like the Lord says you're
that I'm sort of audacious enough to talk about them
so we're gonna go after some things today that um
I want to make sure are happening in your homes



happening in your lives
that there are normal part of Christianity
but I'll tell you at the outset
they may be weird
are we cool to go weird
Trey we cool to go weird
all right I pick on you every Sunday dude
that's just what's gonna happen all right
all right so we're gonna
we might go
we might go weird um
and there's some things that the Lord has
spoken to us about that um
you've got to be willing to go there
there's things that are all you know
the scripture is riddled with moments where the Lord
required his people to be inconvenienced
to experience something supernatural
in other words
if you wanna go somewhere you've never been before
you gotta be willing to do something
you've never done before
if you wanna be someone you've never been before
you've gotta be willing to do something
you've never done before
and so how do we live a biblical Christian life
we're gonna talk biblical
I just want it
if it's in the Bible
I want it if it's not in the Bible
I don't want it
most people use that line to say
I wanna keep it safe
except if you've read your Bible lately
there's a lot of weird stuff in that book
there's a lot of weird stuff in that book
so how do we stay biblical
I love it because this has become a um
a commendation to us as a tribe
but sometimes we get called the portal Church
ever heard that about us
and I like dude
are you couldn't give me a better compliment than that
I mean come on



what is that actually mean
and so I want to talk to you about what that means
opening your bibles to Genesis 28
Genesis 28 Jacob has a dream
Jacob has a dream
Genesis 28 will start at verse 12
and this is where Jacob is encountered by the Lord
and his life is changed
but he steps into something that's not familiar
something that's brand new
and he doesn't even know it
and in the encounter is the first time that any man
utters the words
this is the house of god
and it sets in stone
the foundation for what the house of god should be
so here it is
the law of first mention in scripture
Genesis 28 and beginning at verse 12
and he Jacob
how to dream
and behold a ladder was set up on the earth
with its top reaching the heaven and behold
the angels of god were ascending and descending on it
stop right there
Jacob goes into this encounter with the Lord
and he sees this ladder
reaching up to the heavens and coming down to the earth
and angels are going up and down
ascending and descending upon this ladder of the Lord
I looked up the word ladder
anybody have an idea of what it means
portal yes it is
it's the word portal it's this
you can go super weird and super new age and think
oh my goodness
he said the word portal
that's the word in scripture
in Hebrew for the word Jacob's ladder yeah
I don't care that it's called Portal Ladders
fine with me
but what I'm saying is
there's an opening that gives us access into heaven
and it gives angels access to the earth



how many are coal with angels ascending a descending
are you okay with that
I mean if we're doing Christianity on our own
we're in trouble
if we don't have the angelic
all around us as a part of normal Christianity
we're in trouble
we need God's help
we need heaven's help and as far as I can tell
this goes all the way back to several hundred years
15 years BC
angels ascending and descending
let's read on verse 13
then behold
the Lord was standing above it and said
I am the Lord
the god of your father Abraham
and the god of Isaac
the land on which you lie
I will give to you and to your descendants
your descendants will also be like
the dust of the earth
and you will spread out to the west
to the east
to the north
and to the south
and in you and in your descendants
shall all families of the earth be blessed
can you imagine being blessed that much
to where all of your descendants
wherever they go
they bless all of the families on the earth
there's just such an overtaking
anointing on your life for blessing
that in you
all the families of the earth are blessed
that's what was pronounced over them
behold I am with you
and I will keep you wherever you go
who's good with that
and I will bring you back to this land
for I will not leave
you until I have done what I have promised you
then Jacob awoke from asleep and said



the Lord is certainly in this place
and I did not know it
and he was afraid and said
how awesome is this place
this is none other than the house of God
everybody say house of God
if there is a measure
for any house of God on the planet
this should be it
the heavens open
the angels ascending and descending
where the portal church
thank you thank you
I don't wanna be any other church
if you're not a portal church sucks to be you
can you imagine doing Christianity
can you imagine spreading the gospel to the nations
to your region
to your family without the help of the angelic
without the help of the Holy Spirit
without the help of god himself
doing anything in your own strength
I just wanna live and connect and teach people
how to live in the presence of the Lord
and if that's weird
then we better find a real Christianity
because we can't do it without God's presence
we can't do it without everything that he has to give
this is none other than the house of God
and this is the gate of heaven amen
we got to start a whole bunch of churches
called the gate of heaven
that's really what
what being a Christian is
it's it's having access and opening the gates of heaven
for other people to experience the presence of the Lord
right I mean
Matthew 16 had sort of the opposite version
and it's the Lord Jesus himself
talking about the church
and Jesus replied to Matthew 16
verse 17 he says
blessed are you Simon
son of Jonah



for this was not revealed to you by flesh and blood
but my by by my father in heaven
and I tell you that you are Peter
and on this rock of revelation
he just had had the rock of revelation
who do you say that I am
and Peter said
you are the Christ
that's the rock of revelation
that Jesus is building his church on amen
that Jesus is the Christ
that he is the center of all that we are
and all that we do
and why we gather and what we do in his name
all of our relationships with intention
is to build up the name and the fame of Jesus Christ
and so Peter shouts that
and Jesus said
flesh and blood is not revealed this to you
but my father in heaven
and he says
and I tell you that you are Peter
and on this rock of revelation that I am the Christ
I will build my church
and the gates of hell
will not overcome it or prevail against it
so you've got
this is none other than the gate of heaven
where Jacob experienced the portal
angels ascending and descending
access into the heavenlys
and then Jesus says
I'm building a church
where the gates of hell will not prevail
against those people who are mobilizing
so there's gates of heaven on the planet access
and then there's Gates to hell on the planet
it's super good for you and I to know
where we're sitting
what gate we're opening
what things were allowing
what things were shutting and not allowing
God said whatever you bind on earth
I'll bind it in heaven



whatever you loosed on the earth
or the word loose means allow
I'll allow it
so you gotta have a part
in where you're living and what gates you're opening
I mean let's think about
the gates of hell that get open through accusation
gossip all of those things that
we're not even aware of in our life that just sort of
allow us to have mindsets that cause us
to allow the enemy to harass us and harass our family
thinking outside of the realm of Scripture and truth
and all of that sort of thing
what are the gates of hell
and how do we make sure
they're shut
how do they get open
but Jesus said in Matthew 16
I'm raising up a church
and they'll know
I'm giving keys to the kingdom
and they'll know which gates to open
they'll know how to open the gates of heaven and shut
the gates of hell
they talked about Isaiah 22:22 this morning and
and that is what you know
I'll give you the keys of David
what what doors you open
they'll be open
what doors you shut
they'll be shut
I mean that talks about that us having the keys
god didn't say in Isaiah 22:22
I'll open doors that no man can shut
he said you'll open doors that no man can shut
I know a lot of people say God's opening doors for you
and they read Isaiah 22:22
but that's not what it says
it says I'll give you the authority
I'll give you the keys and whatever doors you open
and so it's super
super important that we understand how to open gates
and how to shut other gates
and we don't always understand that



and sometimes we open gates without knowing it
just being ignorant
and we wonder why the enemy has access to harass
us and our families
so I just wanna be super clear
about opening gates and shutting gates
we don't know that then um
we're sort of just at the whim of whatever's happening
and then we live a life of response
to whatever's happening
who wants to just like react to what's happening no way
second Peter
1 verse 3 enforces this
by his divine power
god has given us everything we need
for living a godly life
we have received all of this by coming to know him
the one who is called us to himself
by means of his marvellous glory and excellence
and because of his glory and excellence
he has given us great and precious promises
and these are the promises that enable
you to share his divine nature and
escape the world's corruption caused by human desire
I don't know if you caught that or not
I mean there's a lot in there that God's given us
his divine power
we have everything we need
I mean isn't that cool
that shouts the power of the Holy Spirit like
everything we need pertaining to life and godliness
like Paul said
I'm already able
because of the Holy Spirit inside of you
to present you complete in Christ
like it's not about what you're gonna get
it's about what you already have
it's about walking in what you already have
so we've been given everything pertaining to life
in godliness
and we've received all of this by coming to know him
isn't that cool
that was it
you just received all of this by coming to know him



and the one who was called this to himself
by means of his marvellous glory and excellence
wow and he says these because of this glory
or this precious promise
these are the promises that enable you to share in
his divine nature and escape the world's corruption
say world's corruption would you
escape the world's corruption caused by
did you catch that
what is the world's corruption caused by
I thought it was caused by the devil
remember when um Jesus said to Peter
get behind me Satan
I wonder if Peter
ever had conversations with the other disciples
huh has he called you Satan yet
I totally got that last week
like I was trying to have this conversation
and it was my desire to keep him around
and from experiencing death
cause I love him and I'm emotionally connected and so I
I wanted to stop him from this nonsense
talk about going to the cross
and he looked me square in the eyes and said
get behind me Satan
and he says for your mind is not on things above
but on the desires of men
wow so he called them Satan
but he said that the access of Satan to his heart
because his mind was set on the desires of men
the desires of men do something inside of you
and give a gate
access to your heart
it's not that desires are
are bad but if their desires of men
lifted up above the desire of god for your life
then it can certainly become access to the enemy
and so God didn't tell Peter hey
you've your
I'm gonna call you Satan
because Satan has filled your heart
I'm gonna call you Satan
because you've opened yourself up to the desires of men
above the desire of God



so the desire of men was the access
the world's corruption through human desire
so nothing wrong with desire
unless you desire the wrong thing
nothing wrong with the desire
unless your desire is not connected with God's desire
nothing wrong with desire
unless the things you desire are just sentimental
and they don't correlate with the desire of god
for your life
what won't God just bless me
and give me the desires of my heart
he who delights himself in the Lord
let's start there
God will give him the desires of his heart absolutely
but what we're learning
is to make sure that my desires are his desires
and that his desires are my desires
and all of that comes through the Holy Spirit and Lord
how do I understand whether I'm opening
the gate of heaven or opening the gate of hell
and I understand that human desires
it's not demonic
I'm not doing demonic things
it's just the things that have become
the most important in my life
you wouldn't call me you know
just out there doing nefarious stuff
you wouldn't catch me doing that
that's not what this says
this says it's through the crack of human desire
that's how the gate starts opening
how do we stay submitted
to the Holy Spirit
how do we have fun
staying connected to what he wants first
cause how many of you know what he's up to is amazing
what he's up to is super fun
what he's up to is not you lacking
like human desires are here
and Holy Spirit desires are here
there's nothing you have to give up to follow him
your price is pale in comparison to his price right
Colossians 1:27 says this



to whom god will to make known what the wealth of
the glory of this mystery among the Gentiles is
this mystery is Christ in you
the hope of glory
and we proclaim him admonishing every person
and teaching every person with all wisdom
so that we may present every person complete in Christ
wow Paul knew that part of his
a big part of his ministry
was to present every person being complete in Christ
when did when does that happen
can I present you complete in Christ now
or is there a couple things you need to do
before we can pronounce that over you
what a ministry
going around with that kind of hope
saying I have authority from God himself
to present you complete in Christ
that takes off performance doesn't it
that takes off all kinds of things
and brings a reality to you and me as to who we are
and it separates our living from those that are still
earning it doesn't it
huge you'd live your life totally different
with that mindset
God chose the lowly things of this world
to despise the things
God chose the lowly things of this world
and the despise things
and the things that are not
to nullify the things that are
ever find that out
the people that you chose
are not the ones that god would necessarily
choose for you
I mean he chose
he chooses the foolish things of the world
to confound the wise
in other words
they can't comprehend that god would use that
it's always the person that we overlook that Jesus goes
I choose her
isn't that awesome
it's like Abraham



why just choose dude
just choose
cause I have this covenant with God
and he'll be with me wherever I go
so go ahead
you choose first
I don't need what looks amazing
I don't need what looks great on the outside
cause that's gonna last for 15 minutes
I have such a confidence that God's with me
if you choose the green
I'll choose the desert and he'll bless it
I mean just the reality of God with you
and the fact that most of the things we chose
because we saw them with our eyes
and they were possessed and powerful
didn't work out be honest
but the Jehovah sneaky that came in the back door
and used the foolish things to confound you
it's like how on earth did you do that
how did you make that out of that
that's what he does
I wanna make sure that we understand how we
use the things that God's given us
and even the foolish things
to confound the wise
Mark and Kelly Nordstrom
give me permission to tell you a story
they bought
a plot of land in the middle of the town in Madras
and they were wondering what to put on it
and they still weren't sure like
what they wanted to do
they have some ideas
and the city managers called
them recently and asked if they could put
I think it was a huge star cross
like this huge lit I think
and he texted me the other day while I was on vacation
and he says look
look what they asked me to put up
right in the middle of town
and it's this huge bright lit
and they wanna use our lot to do it



and I just said
this is what happens
when you take ownership of property
and that ownership comes into your name
and because you carry
the presence in the authority of god
it creates an atmosphere shift
it creates a portal in that region
because you legally own that property
and I know they prayed over it
and dedicated it to the Lord
so out of all the plots in that city
it stands to reason
that the city of Madras would call them and say hey
out of all the spaces
we feel like you
should be the one
and I'm like
that's just how it works
yes yes to my majest people yes
they have been going after it
and so how do you shift
the atmosphere in your life
in your home
in your work
in your region
couple weeks ago
I talked about creating
a proclamation
that you and your family could speak over your life
over your city
over your region
but first like
what do we as a family believe
what what are the gates that are open to heaven in
in my house
do I really believe this stuff is true
and Troy did a great job to gather his family and go
this is what we speak
this is what we believe
Troy would you come
I just want you to read
that declaration that you made over your family
and all declarations



they're all in process
and seems like every few months or a year you add to it
but I want you to hear what Troy um
and his family have decided to do
yeah so this really is a work in progress
it's something that I'm trying to craft
but we're trying to put in a practice what
what our pastors teaching us
you know you make notes every week and
try to break them down through the week
and then actually put feet to it
so anyway um
you know I titled it at the top proclamation
and we have this wall in our house
a lot of you have come in and graffiti signed it
and the ideas at the end
we're gonna put this on the wall um
we who abide here
you know what
I'm gonna put on my glasses for a sec
we who abide here
are united in grateful Celebration of our salvation
that the Lord himself entered the realm of death
and darkness to rescue us all from its tyranny
releasing us from all indictment
he has also kindly granted us to rise from that death
and to come alive again as royal citizens of heaven
therefore in our communion and fellowship in this abode
we hereby jointly proclaim
may it be that in everything we set apart this property
and these walls to be a place of habitation
for the goodness of god
the king of glory
as his duty love children
we with anticipation
do invite the presence of our father yeah
and I'm adopted so I know what this feels like our dad
who is our origin to be manifest here with us
therefore may it be that in all we do
including by our thoughts
by each word
in all of our conversations and every song
and in all our actions
we honor his presence in our spirits and in this home



we love and want an
atmosphere that is truly his delight
by this we also guard the gates to our spirits
and of this place
it's funny cause we didn't coordinate any of this
may it be as well
that the same atmosphere of love which unfolds us
also extend out to be experienced by those
living nearby
may we share this with those on all sides
in waves that strives for their highest and best
may we carry and share this in all of our goings out
from this place on our kingdom
adventures and assignments in this region
and others near and far
because we love the light and the will of our father
we also want it here on earth
so may it be as we go
or as we journey back here to commune
rest and be strengthened again
that we take every opportunity
to carry out what our father reveals
because as the seat of heaven and as the redeemed
wherever we go
this good earth also grows for us to bless it
and to freely share what we have received
happily signed below are then
we'll have a place for guests and everybody to sign
Troy thanks for being a hero and a doer of the word
not just a hero only
that's that's powerful
we could all take a page out of that book
and just proclaim over our house
what are the things that God has given to you
to make sure the atmosphere is what God wants it to be
wherever you go
I mean can you imagine to the degree we individually
carry the spirit of adoption when we're here
corporately
people will come in and they'll round the corner and go
I found a home
why because collectively
individually
we're all carrying the spirit of adoption



that's what happens when people get next to you
when you live in that reality
some of the early historians
around the time of John the beloved
the first century disciples
they said and would document that when John the beloved
he had such a revelation
it's me Lord
the one that you love
he had such a revelation
that he was the favorite of god that we he
when he would slip into a house
home churches back then
when he would slip into a house
people would start weeping
under the revelation of God's love
oh what happened I'm just
I'm in tears all of a sudden oh
John slipped it
he carried such a reality of
I'm the favorite one of god
that when people got close to him
when people came into this church
they just couldn't help
but to be overwhelmed by the spirit of adoption
because we all carry that reality
that's what it looks like
that's more than a team of hospitality
Bobby we need a team of hospitality
no we need the spirit of adoption
that's what we need
and then we can get a hospitality team
let's get some hospitality up in here
by getting the spirit of adoption up in here
can you say amen to that
so what are some of the other ways that's
that's the word of god
proclaiming it over your house
proclaiming it over your work
showing up early and just walk in the halls
and proclaim until the atmosphere shifts
in the place that you go in
the place that you abide in the place that you own
the word of God



how about the gift of tongues that God's given you
the Bible says
that we don't know how to pray as we ought
so the spirit makes intercession for us
God I don't even know what to pray right now
and I'll pray according to human desire
unless you give me a gift
and God's like
I've given you a gift use it
if you don't have the gift of your prayer language
you need to get up here
and let me lay both hands on you
let somebody lay both hands on you
the gifts of Tom's
don't stop using it
don't stop using
I think the more we go on as Christians
sometimes we forget that stuff
worship right
worship and dance in the arts
I mean what is dance do when someone's just
shifting atmospheres
have you ever looked at someone dancing
and knew that they were shifting the atmosphere
have you ever been the one dancing
and knew that you were the one shifting the atmosphere
it was like the brush of angels wins
every time you spun
every time you dance
something was happening
you ever been the one that was walking
in church doing this
and everybody around you was like weirdo
but you were just like
you knew you were shifting atmospheres
I mean I'm okay
people to have that conversation with new people
who come in here and think that you're Jesus freaks
because you know how to shift atmospheres
we stop doing that stuff
I want your neighbors to see you
walking up and down the sidewalk doing stuff like that
I don't want you to be afraid
because what happens is what you do is not only for you



but it's for the surrounding atmosphere around you
you have to walk in that
you're welcome
it's not arrogance
it's I know what I'm doing
God put me in this neighborhood for a reason
I'm a watchman in this neighborhood
it wasn't I just got a good deal on this house
I hope you don't think that way
the gift of worship
taking ground
shifting atmospheres
how about the oil and the blood
apply the blood to the doorpost of your house
and do it as often as you need to
as often as you need to
ever oiled yourself
I mean annoy yourself with oil
annoy your family
oh come on yeah
I mean the revival culture that just doesn't wanna
remember anything about that that's religious
I get religious feedback on anything
that requires discipline from the revival culture
it doesn't work
those are the people whose environments are trash
it's like no
you forgot about the oil
you forgot about the blood
stop it stop it
make sure your God's given us precious promises
we just read that scripture
make sure you're using them
he's giving you gifts
he's giving you weapons
divinely powerful weapons
make sure you're using them
proclaim the word of God
study the Bible
prophesy and encourage people prophecy
the gifts of the spirit are super important
if you haven't stepped out into
the gift of prophecy yet
your encouragement to people is



limited to what it could be
the spirit of prophecy
will help you bring an encouragement
not just a random encouragement
but a hit the nail on the head
encouragement to somebody who needs it
how many people need encouragement
absolutely we all need that
I want you to come in here
and know that you're gonna get encouragement
and if we understand
people say well Bobby
but the spirit of prophecy
I mean you're gonna loose that in the corporate setting
hey listen first
Corinthians says that
the gift of prophecy is for edification
exhortation
and comfort
if we're doing edification
exhortation and comfort
and somebody misses it
then you're gonna get encouraged in an area
you don't need it
I'm cool with that
you cool with that
hey missed it
you told me I'm uh
need to be encouraged in this area
but I don't
you missed it
chances are
in the next two weeks
you're gonna need that
you're welcome
right I mean come on
we're more fearful
we have way too big of a devil
and way too small of a God
when we're afraid of the Holy Spirit
working in our midst
we better use these things
you guys because
the world's not getting that from any other space



that belongs to you
that's the children's bread
healing the power of god
signs and wonders miracles
how about weird prophetic acts
remember when the prophet
threw an axe head in the water
and it floated
weird things
hey if you want to receive your healing
go dip in the muddy to shoot
seven times
seven times
not just once
I mean if you wanna be do
launch out into the supernatural
do something that will inconvenience you
god is constantly doing that
to see if we got the fear of man all over us
and it just limits us
it just limits us
that's why accusation and the pointing finger
always limits the person
it always feels like it's going out to somebody else
but it's really not
it's just going right back
into you when you open that gate of hell
so weird things that god
he knows I'm gonna give
I'm gonna do something weird
and I'm gonna give 1,000 people in that region
an opportunity to partner with what gate
they choose to partner with
and there's no better thing to do
than for God to annoy somebody who's weird
to give people
to give people the opportunity to decide
what gate they're gonna open
so John the Baptist
I mean Captain Jack Sparrow comes walking up
and God just
I can go over and over and over and over
and while we're looking to look eloquent and cool
so that we can just be ready for god to use us



here comes Captain Jack Sparrow
where where's the rum
and we're like
dang I would never choose that guy
I mean clearly my discernment can see
he's got 12 things going wrong immediately
I mean the dreads alone
and the Lords like yep
the greatest man ever born of a woman
John the Baptist
a burning in a shining lamp
of whom the world was not worthy
he looks totally different
Chris Valleton was here not too long ago and said
the Danny Silks are gonna be rushing in here soon Bobby
and you guys heard it
he said it to you
and I was like
well is that the Danny Silks now
or the Danny Silk
who was a drug dealer before he got saved
it's like yeah
both I mean
you don't get to where he is now
speaking on family
and the James Dobson of the revival community without
having a community who believes in the word
that god speaks over you
how we see each other
how we view each other
how we believe what god has spoken over each one of us
or do we forget and open a gate
partnering with the devil
an accusation
we've got to be okay with the weird
we just have to
what about shouting
that's in scripture
shouting the walls down
when's the last time you just shouted
I'm telling you
I wanna see it Trey
I wanna see it
I wanna see you shouting and going come on



I'm tired of this atmosphere that's going
I wanna see you all just knowing how to shout
clap was huge in scripture
I don't wanna just do it
cause there's a cool drummer and he's giving us a beat
I wanna know how to clap and displace the enemy
that's what it was given for
there's a freak
yes yes
wow wow
yes
yes
yes yes
yes yes
there's a freak huh
there's a frequency that's released in the clap
that displaces enemies
I think if we knew that
and we knew where the clap came from
if we knew the intention of the Lord yes
then we would understand wait
this is something I need to use
and it's a weapon of my warfare that I can use
wherever I go
I mean it's just me
it's mobile
I can use it wherever I go
the Bible talks about whistling in the scriptures
Patty's locked onto that verse
and what the whistle does
and the whistle expels the enemy and it gathers
it gathers God will whistle and gather his people
that's what it does
you gotta know the scripture and it's cool
some of you
need to take lessons from Patty
on how to whistle and partner with the Lord
and do these foolish things
that will actually gather the kingdom
and I know they'll be on lookers ha
whistling in church
you gotta whistle gotta call out gotta cry out
here's one you gotta know when to phone a friend
you gotta know when to get someone involved



you gotta know when to have someone who knows
your destiny and will call you to it when you need it
when you forget
you got to know how to have that person
I'm not just talking about a person to hang out
and go do fun things with you
I'm talking about the person who has access to
the gates of heaven and the gates of hell in your life
they know how to find them
they know how to call them
and they know how to shut them
come on spirit of adoption
spirit of adoption
we've got to have these things
Christians are
are bleeding all over the place
and we don't know how to phone a friend
and so we just try to muscle up
and God's like come on
I've given you this
I've given you this
and if you open your heart
if you give keys to your heart
and the access of your heart to someone who
truly understands not just the greatness of God
but the things that you're struggling with
that's what we call relationships with intention
yeah there's time to have fun and hang out
but I wanna know that people have access to my heart
I wanna trust them enough
because they've been with me through thick and thin
a brother is made for adversity
how do you know
whether you have a real brother or a real sister
they're right there front and center in adversity
they don't separate from you in those times
they run to you in those times
the power of friendship
some of you
may not have a brother or sister in the natural
who can step up for you in those ways
look around
I mean is there anybody in this room that
you wouldn't look square in the eyes and go



I'll be your brother
huh I'll be your sister
do not go through that again by yourself
the corporate
the corporate gathering this
or we just get a worship
under the spirit of wisdom and revelation
under an apostolic anointing
and just adore god
and be empowered to make a difference wherever we go
that's why it's so important
not to forsake the assembly
to get here
to be here to cry out together to pray together
to dance together to encourage one another
Lord I thank you that you're touching our hearts today
I thank you that you're touching our lives
through the songs that have been written today
through the things that have been proclaimed today
through the intercession that happened long before
many of us showed up in this building
to what you're saying here and now
what you're saying right now
and God
as Becky said to the ladies yesterday
I'm looking for someone who's just as normal as me
but we just
whistle
and call your people
to the reality
of what Christianity is
to the reality of people who can come and be you
inside of them
no matter what that looks like
no matter what that looks like
into a zone
into a into an atmosphere of family
when we replace fear
you've been not called the slavery that leads to fear
but been given the spirit of adoption
so the atmosphere of adoption has no fear in it
therefore it has no judgment in it
because when we judge
we're afraid



God take away fear right now from your church
and breathe
adoption faith is not just the opposite of fear
adoption is the opposite of fear
so would you just say this with me father
thank you that my adoption
is legally binding
father thank you that I'm yours
Holy Spirit
thank you for bringing this about
for my sake
I cry out
our father
now I wanna pray for you
if you have an aversion to being weird and it's gonna
a limit you to the things that God called you to
and living a life of adventure in the Lord
if you're still stuck in the pain of the past
time for you to get out
of that time for you to let me call you forward
if you don't have the gift of tongues if you're
if you freak out when people start doing weird things
get over all that
if you're still
making excuses as to why you're on the fringe
and you haven't entered into the spirit of adoption
relationships and all of those things that need
to happen for you to be successful
it's time for you to get that behind you
in the rearview mirror
I'm declaring right now
that this season we're coming into
it will be filled with the spirit of adoption
I know that I know that I know that I
if I've known anything and you guys know me
I don't prophesy out the corner of my mouth
the spirit of adoption is going to hit this place
it's gonna hit your life
so I wanna pray for you
in the areas that you may need it
um things that we talked about today
there is a freedom
the slavery that we wanna just leave in the past
the fear that we wanna leave in the past and um



I want you to
know how to shift the atmosphere in your home
in your life
in the places that you go
I mean who's gonna do it if you don't
I want to receive
and I want you to receive the blessing
the commendation of being called the Portal Church
because of that because of that
so Lord we just thank you that um you
use the foolish things to the world to compel the wise
I thank you
Lord that um
you've given us the audacity um
to just allow you to do what you wanna do in our midst
and so Holy Spirit
we just invite you to do that right now
Holy Spirit
we just invite you to bring us into a brand new season
of peculiarity
and we just say in this house at least
and where we go
we're gonna be those mothers and fathers
and brothers and sisters that welcome people
we'll welcome the man in the three piece suit
and we'll welcome Captain Jack when he comes
will you stand with me
oh Lord let your presence just cover your people now
it's like your glory
cover your people
as we step into the reality
of your glory
of your presence
of the things that we prayed for and prophesy over
let the Lamb receive his glory
let the Lamb receive his glory
let the Lamb receive his glory
let the Lamb receive his glory
come on come on
yes yes God
yes God yes God yes God yes God yes God yes God yes God
come on
yes
yes God yes God yes God yes God



all for you all for you all for you all for you John
yes God all for you
yes yes come on
give the Lord a shout and praise come on
worship you Lord
we worship you
Lord we give you praise
wherever you go take the kingdom wherever you go
spirit of adoption
carry it wherever you go
I want you to use your weapons
I want you to come down
if you need prayer right now
pray to me the things that I mentioned
slip out of your seat and come down
if you need a prayer language
if you need an upgrade
if you need a refreshing in the word and proclamation
the friendships that we talked about with intention
the ones who know the gates of heaven
and the access to stinking thinking in your life
come on you get down here and just say that's me
that's me that's me
and the ones who want a fresh revelation
of the spirit of adoption
you get down here right now
fresh revelation of the spirit of adoption
you come down right now
ha father thank you for this house
thank you God
for this house
this is none other than the gate of heaven God
I thank you that we know how to open gates to heaven
and we know how to shut gates to hell in our lives
ministry team
go start ministry
start laying the hands
the power of God's gonna hit this place
father we just thank you
we just thank you for gates and portals
and the gifts and the jewels that we all carry now
let this go worldwide to an eclusia who knows
how to open gates and more importantly
sometimes how to shut gates sometimes



father I bless you
I bless you right now with the spirit of adoption
I bless you in Jesus name with the spirit of adoption
to live under the reality that you are legally
the children of god
whereby you cry our father
where you call him our father
if you need to give your life to Jesus
you need to rededicate your life to Jesus
I want you to get down here boldly and tell someone
I just wanna give my life to the Lord
I just wanna walk in the freedom
in the destiny and in the calling that he's given to me
and then lastly
those mothers and fathers who
you know you're called to the spirit of adoption
but maybe you've allowed
some things to come out of your mouth that are anti
adoption and you just want a fresh importation
of the spirit of adoption
get down here
those mothers and fathers
you just need an increase in this gift
get down here and let the Lord touch your life
come on let's pray and prophesy over each other
father I just thank you for those watching online
those are part of our Eagle Mountain tribe
around the world
I just say the spirit of adoption invade you
the spirit of god
of fresh gifts tongues
signs wonders
friendships
with intention
all that God's given you to invade your life
expectation
adventure excitement
the glory of god
to release the spirit of adoption wherever you go
I break off of you
all of that limitation
all of that accusation
all of the the arrows that you've received
because people think you're weird



all of the arrows that you've received
because people think you're weird
I break all of that off of you
and I just thank you Lord
that you use the foolish things in this world
to confound the wise
do it do it right now
do it right now
come on come on


